
Community Radio Project Board Meeting

August 11, 2009

Board members present: Ned Harper, Tom Yoder, Frank Lister, Chris Babbs, Jeff Pope
(Executive Director).

The meeting was called to order at 6:37 P.M. and Frank Lister read the CRP mission
statement.

Additions to the Agenda:
1.  Vote to authorize the purchase of the Cornerstone building.
2.  Vote to authorize Jeff to sign off on agreement with our architects, Reynolds and
Associates.
3.  Ned requested an up date on the formation of our community advisory board.
4.  Quorum was not reached at our last scheduled meeting in July, thus no official
minuted were recorded.

Chris moved to accept June minutes and June and July financials.  Frank seconded.
Questions about the financials arose which Jeff and Tom addressed.  Reference was made
to the positive balance that was registered at the end of the fiscal year; Jeff attributed that
to the recent reduction in staff and an increase in underwriting revenue.  Reference was
made to Kristine’s email communication which recorded our beginning and ending
balances at the conclusion of the email.  Chris suggested that Kristine and Jeff take the
board through a review of our financial reporting at the September meeting now that we
have switched to Quickbooks and are taking care of our own financial management.
Motion passed 4-0.

There was a discussion about the Community Advisory board concept and board
recruitment in general.  Since our declaration of independence occurred on July 1, we
have until December to form an advisory board  (according to National Public Radio
guidelines).  Chuck reports that our recent board candidates have declined to join and
therefore we need to intensify our recruitment activities.  There was much discussion
about that and agreement that we needed to canvass more deliberately our current
stakeholders, local institutions, and underwriters.  We briefly reviewed those lists, which
Tom is keeping current, and suggested names to pass on to Chuck.  We came up with a
list of 5 names for each board to be passed on to Chuck for follow up.  Tom and Chuck
will report on progress at the September meeting.

Executive Director Report

Jeff submitted his report prior to the meeting and commented on several items during his
report presentation.  Discussions are continuing with Southwest Community College
about their continued relationship with CRP as our fiscal agent.  This is a work in
progress with doors still open, yet we should continue to put in place those policies and
procedures that are the necessary foundation for our independent status.  Going



independent is probably the best long range strategy so we should continue to pursue that.
We must adopt personnel policies and make decisions about benefit packages, and
eligibility, for our staff.  If possible, we'll need some board decisions about this at our
September meeting.  Discussions continue with Rocky Mountain Health Plans about
medical coverage for our employees.

Jeff presented the prospective 2010 budget with an attached narrative.  He noted that
NPR program costs increased by 70%, but that PRI and Native Voice agreed to lower
their fees.  Jeff will check the proposed budget totals prior to the next meeting because
there were questions about the fundraising and program expense lines and how those
totals affected the bottom line.  He also, at the request of the board, will work up a job
description for a bookeeping/accounting/administrative assistant position and see if that
could work within the confines of proposed budget.  He will report on that at our
September meeting.  He will also work on the budget totals and submit the final budget to
the board prior to the next meeting so that final action can be taken.

Discussion of draft personnel policies followed.  Suggestions for revisions will be
incorporated into the final draft and submitted by email to the board prior to the
September meeting.  Some action on adoption should be taken at that time.  Ned
suggested that we look at some grievance policy models for possible incorporation.  Chris
will follow up on that.

In light of our still being in the midst of  transition without final action on personnel
policies that relate to staff benefits, the following motion was proposed:
"If Jeff 's new addition arrives prior to the next September meeting, he will be granted
parental leave as described in the proposed personnel policies."  Motion made by Ned
and seconded by Frank.  Motion passed 4-0.

Jeff also announced that restoration funds for Cornerstone were not granted by the State
Historical Society.  An extensive discussion followed about that grant process and what
we should do to improve our prospects prior to resubmission.  That process will be
ongoing and will be reported to the board as it unfolds.

Jeff asked for a motion to approve the purchase of the Cornerstone building for $200,000
with $150,000 of that total to come from the State Historical Society and $50,000 from
CRP.  Ned so moved and was seconded by Frank.  Motion passed 4-0.

A similar motion was proposed to accept the professional services agreement that was
submitted to CRP by Reynolds and Associates, our newly selected restoration architects.
Jeff handed out copies of the agreement to the board members present and the motion
was posed by Chris and seconded by Frank.  Motion passed 4-0.  Jeff will discuss with
the architect when and how to get a contractor involved in the restoration design process.

There was a discussion led by Tom about the final version of the policy for the removal
of board members for absences.  Ned moved to accept that final version as board ploicy
and Frank seconded.  Motion passed 4-0.  Tom will email that policy to all board



members and to Chris for incorporation into the by-laws.  Ned suggested a board
discussion about the reasons a board member might be removed from the board (other
than the reasons just adopted for absences).  Do we need to itemize the grounds under
which a board might vote to remove a board member?  To be continued.

Meeting was adjourned at 9:08 P.M.



Community Radio Project
September 22, 2009
Board of Trustees meeting
Present:  Peter Ortego, Tom Yoder, Frank Lister, Chris Babbs, Kristine Nunn, Laird Carlson, 
Ned Harper, Jeff Pope.
Tom Yoder, board president, called the meeting to order at 6:33 P.M.
Tom Yoder read the mission statement.
There were no additions to the agenda.
Kristine presented the financials in the new format that reflected the various financial activities 
of the Community Radio Project.  Comparisons of budget to actual expenditures, and multiple 
year tracking, will be a part of the regular financial reporting when we have sufficient data to 
make the comparisons.  There were some questions about the details of certain expenditures in 
the “paid out” category, about reading the new report format, and about explanations that assist 
us in understanding the various categories in the new reporting system.
Peter made a motion to approve the financials and Ned seconded.  The motion passed 
unanimously.
Jeff then presented the projected budget for the fiscal year 2010.  He did so by introducing 
three prospective models that reflected the hiring of two additional staff members.  Budget 
number one represents those staff members working 24 hours per week, number two sets their 
hours at 32 hours per week, and number three sets them at 28 hours per week.  Those three 
budgets have a bottom expenditure line that may be compared to this year’s budget 
expenditures total of $205,000.  Discussion ensued about the relative merits of the three 
budgets and how they affected the potential for increased revenue, which is the purpose of 
hiring additional staff (see previous job descriptions for these positions).  Revenue increases 
are determined by increases in underwriting, membership, development events, and grants.  
The observation was made that there are three stations that compete for members from a 
population of 30,000 and, consequently, it is difficult to predict any large membership 
expansion for KSJD.  Laird had questions about membership trends from 2007 to 2009 and 
what this meant for our revenue projections for the 2010 budget.  Jeff indicated that community 
radio revenues ideally should be balanced at 1/3 ratio for each category of membership, 
underwriting, and CPB grants.  We, in contrast, depend on CPB for 50% of our revenues.  The 
additional staff members will allow Jeff to concentrate his efforts in directions that reflect new 
priorities for the CRP (Cornerstone fund raising etc.).  Most importantly, the staff job 
descriptions reflect the need to realize new revenue potential and increase the station’s 
community profile (as will moving to the new building).
Kristine moved to accept budget number one (24 hours per week for staff).  The board will 
review the outcome of projections after a 6 month period and make an assessment about the 
prospect of increasing the weekly hours of the new staff members.  Frank seconded the 
motion.  The motion passed unanimously.

Personnel Policies
There next ensued a discussion about personnel policies that were recently drafted in light of 
our newly independent status as a separately designated non-profit.  The discussion ranged 
from leave eligibility to national holiday vacation policy to the eligibility of part-time employees 
for a proportion of the vacation time granted to full time employees.  Peter proposed that 



employees who work on national holidays should be granted an equivalent day off in 
compensation.  Tom is going to work on a redrafting of the old policy to better reflect the sense 
of what Peter is proposing and present that to the board at our next meeting.  There were 
questions also about the language of the discipline policies, especially as it related to the “at 
will” status of CRP employees.  It was recommended that we change the conditional language 
to imperative—not “can “ but “will”—in the section on “new employees” and eliminate any 
other references to the at will definition of employment at CRP.
Further it was proposed that the part-time formula for vacation time be set at the proportion of 
full time that an employee worked (e.g. a 60% of full time employee will be eligible for 60% of 
the allowable vacation benefit).  The board also felt that a more generous vacation time 
provision be drafted and thus the new policy will itemize the following:  full time employees 
are eligible for 5 days vacation after 6 months of service, 10 days after one year, 15 days after 
two years, and 20 days after 4 years.
The board also reviewed the records keeping policies and suggested a rewording that more 
specifically protected the file’s confidentially and the ability of board members to have limited 
access to the files of employees.  CRP must also indicate for how long an employee’s file will 
be kept on record.
The board next discussed retirement policies, more specifically the appropriate matches for an 
employee’s retirement account.  Ned moved that CRP match the employee’s contribution of 3% 
and implement that match retroactively for July, August, and September for Jeff and Karen.  
Laird seconded and Jeff reported that those funds are in the budget that was approved by the 
board.  The motion passed unanimously.
There was further discussion about the guidelines used to establish the CRP advisory board so 
that they may be conveyed to Chuck as he undertakes board recruitment.  Tom will draft those 
with help from Jeff and present them to the board.
Tom, with Jeff’s help, will compose a thank you letter to Chuck and M.B. for all they have 
done to make the Cornerstone Project possible.
The meeting adjourned at 9:00 P.M.

         



Community Radio Project
Board of Directors Meeting
October 20, 2009

Board Members Present: Ned Harper, Frank Lister, Laird Carlson, Tom Yoder, Kristine
Nunn
Staff Present: Jeff Pope

Tom Yoder called the meeting to order at 6:33pm
Frank Lister read the mission statement.
Additions to the agenda: gutting of East Addition

Consent Agenda:
Motion to approve the consent agenda: Ned Harper  2nd: Frank Lister
Discussion: Kristine will print the financials in a pdf format in the future.
Motion approved: unanimously

Officer Reports:
President: Tom will be stepping down as president next April. We need to consider a
transition strategy over the coming months. Tom will serve out his term and focus on
recruitment rather than serving as an officer.
Vice President: absent
Secretary: absent
Treasurer: Kristine announced that Chuck Forth, of Messner & Forth, has agreed to take
us on as a client and would be doing our next tax return. We will be filing on the October
to September tax year.

Board Development:
Community Advisory Guidelines: Chuck McAfee gave some feedback on the general
guidelines that Tom had sent out to the board. Discussion ensued regarding the frequency
that the advisory group would meet and the make up of the group. The charge of the
advisory board is to give the CRP BOD feedback around meeting our mission in the
community.

Suggestions for consideration: bi-annual meetings, what are the consequences of not
attending. Should potential candidates have some familiarity with our programming, be
members and/or consistent listeners? A short brainstorming session took place to add
additional names for consideration and to identify additional constituencies in our diverse
community and to identify additional constituencies in our diverse community. Tom will
follow up with Chuck and the CRP BOD will prioritize the potential candidates.

CRP Retreat: Where, when and do we want a facilitator? March was suggested as a target
month.



ED Report:
Benefit update: Jeff is working on retirement options and health care options for the staff.
Staffing: Dena Guttridge starts October 21 and Melissa Betrone has been on staff now for
three weeks. The full staff will meet tomorrow.
Other: CPB has notified Jeff that CRP is now an official recipient of CPB funds. We will
be moving the Rico station from the Rico Theatre & Café to Erin Johnson’s building
sometime in October.  Jeff would like the programming committee to look at the
summary from the last survey. Highlights – morning programming is popular as well as
the local shows. There were some comments on the survey regarding DJs personal
comments on air around political views. The fall membership drive will be November 7-
14. “Consider This” is the theme for the drive.

Carolyn Dunmire will help us through working out an agreement with the Abajo user
group regarding our use of the Abajo site. The group has asked us to do some certain
mitigation regarding our signal. The details will be worked out over the winter.

Committee Reports:
Cornerstone: Capital campaign approach – Come Together: for KSJD, Cornerstone &
Community. We decided not to try to fundraise for Cornerstone during the fund drive.
Our plan is to do 10 major asks, 2 house parties, and a non-event fundraiser between now
and the end of the year.  There was a discussion around focusing some of our energy on
getting new board members that can help focus on fundraising for Cornerstone. Ned
brought up the idea of having a “party” to remove the drop ceiling in the East addition.
Steve Sloan and Chris Barber volunteered to help coordinate. Jeff and Ned will reconnect
on this and make a plan. Jeff will give consideration to hiring someone on a commission
basis to get some administrative help with the project.

Unfinished Business:
Personnel Policies: Tom asked everyone to look at the email from Chris again and
contact Tom, Chris and Peter if you have any other additions or changes. The Personnel
Committee will meet before the next regular board meeting to get the final language
included and out to the board members for review.

CRP name changes: Kristine offered to ask Chuck Forth what is involved. Everyone
agreed this would be a good topic for the retreat as we consider the overall changes to the
organization and mission.

The Board moved into executive session at 8:28 pm with Jeff Pope present.
Executive session ended at 9:27pm.

Motion to have Tom Yoder draft a letter to Let It Grow regarding their underwriting
concerns: Laird Carlson  2nd: Frank Lister
Discussion: the draft will be shared with the Board before sending.
Motion approved: unanimously



Motion to have Jeff Pope provide the Board with a summary of underwriting accounts,
including who, their contract terms, payment history and amounts owed (if any). Also to
be provided is the template contact so each Board member can read the details.: Kristine
Nunn  2nd: Laird Carlson
Motion approved: unanimously

Kristine Nunn offered to help Jeff Pope look at KSJD processes of billing and
collections.

Meeting adjourned at 9:40pm



Community Radio Project

November 10, 2009

Tom Yoder called the meeting to order at 6:35 P.M.

Board members present:  Kristine Nunn, Frank Lister, Laird Carlson, Peter Ortego, Tom
Yoder, Chris Babbs, and Ned Harper.  Jeff Pope, Executive Director, and Chuck McAfee,
guest.

Additions to Agenda:  Signal update will be presented by Jeff during the committee
reports session.

Consent Agenda:  See board meeting agenda.  Peter moved acceptance and Frank
seconded.  Motion passed.

Laird commented that the new financials were difficult to read.  There was as yet no
budget to actual comparison, and Kristine commented that that might be available in next
month’s report.  There was continued discussion about how best to create user friendly
financial reports and how to interpret the new format’s financial categories.  Tom had a
question about the “unclassified” column, which contains expenditures or revenues yet to
be itemized and assigned to an appropriate category.  A $ 157,000 state grant was
mislabeled under the “federal” designation; adjustments in categories can be made in
ways that better facilitate understanding and expense tracking.

Ned suggested that we discuss board leadership transition strategy as an agenda item for
next month’s meeting now that Tom has announced that he is stepping down as board
president in April, 2010.  Mention was made of a DJ’s comments on the air that elicited
controversy; Jeff said that they had been addressed and that reminders about station
policy on this matter were announced at the DJ training session.  Demolition work for
Cornerstone construction was raised by Ned; the scheduling of that work was to be left in
the hands of the Cornerstone committee, it was decided.

OFFICERS’ REPORTS

President:  Tom recommended that we present a motion formally before we launch into
discussion on a matter.  That will give more focus to the discussion and structure to the
meeting.

Vice-President:  Peter asked for clarification about what constitutes appropriate
comments on the air.  Jeff responded briefly about station policy and FCC requirements
and the need to avoid on air political commentary or profanity.  DJ training sessions
address this topic.  A useful rule is “to let your music do your talking.”  Satire and humor
is often on the edge (Texas secession updates from Peter), as is too direct “political
speech.”  Listener surveys give us some useful feedback on this topic and Karen has done
a summary of those comments that can be reviewed.



Treasurer:  Kristine recommended to the board that the Community Radio Project apply
for a business credit card, with the Executive Director as the only signatory.  She also
recommended that we set up a petty cash system with a cash limit of $250.  Both
suggestions were moved by Laird and seconded by Ned.  Motion passed.  Kristine also
will look into a line of credit at a local bank as a way to hedge against cash flow
problems.  What are the advantages of doing so and what are the costs and lead times?
She will report back to the board.

Secretary:  No report.

BOARD DEVELOPMENT

Chuck McAfee reviewed board guidelines itemizing the necessary qualifications for
board membership.  Seventeen skills were listed as desirable when recruiting potential
board members; these skills were gathered as a result of the brainstorming session about
board development that was conducted in October, 2008.  The discussion was wide-
ranging in the attempt to capture attributes that would advance the mission of CRP and
create positive connections with the community.  Also compiled was a list of the existing
strengths of present board members and gaps in existing skills that it would be advisable
to fill as we were thinking about recruiting new members.  The skills identified as needed
from the October 2008 meeting were:  financial expertise, events organization,
geographic diversity, banker representation, youth, fund raising skills, gender and ethnic
diversity, tribal connections, and several board development skills (fund raising, strategic
planning, community networking, business success).

The board next reviewed the list of names we had previously compiled and measured
their qualifications with reference to the skills attributes we are seeking.  Several names
were discussed, but five were selected as priority candidates:  Becky Hammond, Bobbie
Jones, Pam Thompson, Clara Martinez, and Joe Keck.  Typical of the recruitment
process, Chuck makes first contact with the candidate to gauge interest and explain
expectations about board service.  However in this case, Frank agreed to contact Clara
first, and Kristine Pam Thompson, in order to determine the level of interest.  At that
point Chuck will send out the questionnaire, and if the interest is there, make follow up
contact before proceeding to make recommendations to the full board.

There was also discussion about advisory board guidelines for membership.  Tom’s email
about those guidelines should be referred to as we proceed with the selection process.
Four potential candidates have been contacted already and there was some discussion
about how to proceed next.  Questions arose about the number of members that should be
on the board ( Laird suggested 10).  It was decided to inquire about other station’s
advisory boards in terms of numbers and best practices; gathering that information at the
Ignacio community radio conference was suggested.

When seeking advisory board members we should keep in mind the following categories:
diversity, professional background, ethnicity, geography, age, agricultural background,



business experience, ranching, current members of KSJD, and current DJ’s.  Chuck will
collect the list of names and the skills list and put all our deliberations in order.

Tom made a comment about the by-laws that indicated a need to reflect the change that
was made last August 2009 dealing with excessive absences on the part of board
members and how to handle that problem.  That change should be incorporated in the by-
laws and dated.  Tom will do that by memo and send on to Chuck, who will put the by-
laws in total in a more formal rendering.

Tom asked for the formation of a Retreat committee to plan out next retreat.  Tom will
chair and Frank and Laird volunteered to serve on the committee.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
See handout Jeff distributed at the meeting.

Additions to the report:
Our grant proposal to the city of Cortez was denied probably due to the high number of
applicants and the restricted pool of funds.
We had an insurance claim to cover a $2000 loss because of a lightning strike.
Our membership drive has now reached 50% of goal.
The signal change for Mancos is a distinct improvement.  The signal strength committee
should schedule a meeting to discuss signal issues for Mancos.

Jeff reported that the new staff additions have worked out well.  The new arrangements,
and new duties assigned to the staff, are helpful and needed, but they will test Jeff’s
management skills.  He will report periodically about how the station’s objectives are
being served by the new management team.

Cornerstone fund raising is moving along, with the confirmation of a previous pledge.
Bill Southworth and Peggy Welch are sponsoring an event in their home in McElmo
whose purpose is to inform, and solicit, interested parties about the Cornerstone project.
Laird offered to represent the board at the event, with Ned as a possible back up.  The
event will be held on December 10 from 7-9 P.M.

Jeff  has been working with our architect about the building’s green design in anticipation
of our proposal to the Kresge Foundation (for $100,000).  He has also called Ellen
Roberts about support for the Cornerstone project from the State Historical Society
board.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

Personnel Policies

Frank moved and Laird seconded that the board accept provisionally the most recent
version of the drafted personnel policies.  The motion passed.  The total benefits package
for KSJD staff will be submitted to the board for review and acceptance at the December



board meeting.  Jeff and Chris to report.  The board will also review at the December
meeting a draft of a sample contract to be used for staff hiring.

There was also a discussion of the current by-laws and whether article #9 revised in 2007
was officially incorporated into the by-laws.  That article relates to the requirement that a
provision be included in the by-laws that we are a “local entity.”  We need to review
Article #9, including Rico and Dove Creek and other appropriate local outlets, and
officially accept that revision for by-law inclusion.  Peter, Jeff, and Michael Cousins will
schedule a phone conference for the purpose of that revision and submit the result to the
board.

A review of the underwriting contract is underway, with the appropriate models for
reference.  Deena is in charge of that project and will rewrite the KSJD contract to
conform to best current practices.  The board will review.  A list of current underwriters
was available for examination, only one of which at this point is in arrears in their
payment.  The station has new tracking software that keeps all the necessary
accountability data relevant to our underwriting program.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:05 P.M.



Community Radio Project
December 15, 2009
Board meeting minutes

Tom Yoder, board president, called the meeting to order at 6:37 P.M.  Since the
December 8 meeting was cancelled because of inclement weather, the monthly board
meeting was rescheduled for December 15 at the Cornerstone building.

Present:  Laird Carlson, Ned Harper, Frank Lister, Chris Babbs, Jeff Pope.
Absent:  Peter Ortego, Kristine Nunn.

Additions to the Agenda:  Laird requested that a Program committee report be placed on
the agenda.  Jeff wants also to add to his executive director’s report two topics:
requesting that board members select underwriters to convey the board’s thanks for their
commitment to KSJD, and to review information collected from other stations about
benefit packages for employees.

CONSENT AGENDA:  Laird moved the approval of the consent agenda topics
(financials and minutes for November).  Frank seconded.

Some discussion ensued about the format and its readability (small font etc.).  The actual
to budget comparisons on one page tends to compress the figures. It was suggested we set
up the profit and loss and capital financial reports separately because we don’t need both
operations reports on one page.  We can separate all four P/L statements on single sheets.
Laird and Tom also showed interest in showing more “transaction details.”  Tom will
speak to Kristine about this and continue to fine tune the financial reporting format.
However, the new system is a great improvement.

A request was made that Jeff always highlight “things of note” or “things of concern”
when we do our regular monthly review of CRP financials.  He agreed to do so and then
commented that pledge reminders are going out, that about 60% of pledges are now in,
and that we have now, as a result of the pledge drive, received around $13,000 in
membership revenue.  He referred also to the “broadcasting and engineering” category
because of its unusual expenditure.  That was the result of equipment ordered and paid
for without the offset of a CPB grant that will be paid when we go digital after the
equipment repair.  We have been having problems with our power modules (we have lost
three in three months, a very unusual rate of attrition).  Jeff is problem solving.

Consent agenda motion passed.

OFFICER’S REPORTS

No reports

BOARD DEVELOPMENT



Tom and others reported the following information about potential new CRP board
members:  Clara Martinez is interested in joining the board, as is Bobbie Jones.  Kristine
has not yet been able to speak to Joe Keck, but will do so soon.  Becky Hammond has
declined an invitation and Darlene Weimar still needs to be contacted.  Chuck will take
the initiative to do so.

Community Advisory Board

Tom referred board members to the copy of the guidelines for the CRP community
advisory board.  The final draft of those are posted, or will be posted.  With those
guidelines before us, it was moved by Laird that the CRP community advisory board be
composed of 5-10 members serving for two years for each term and who will commit to
attending two meetings per year (in association with scheduled program committee
meetings).  The board will provide commentary on station policies, service to the
community, programming ideas, and educational opportunities.  Chris seconded the
motion and it passed.  The community advisory board guidelines, with final revisions,
should be attached to the resolution.

BOARD TERMS

Tom provided some clarification about board members terms:

Frank’s and Peter’s terms end in April 2010.
Chris, Kristine, Ned, Tom, Laird have terms that end in April 2011.

Tom will document those term parameters and itemize the list of officers, committee
assignments, and relevant training and development experiences.
Chris should keep a record of this as part of his secretarial duties.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT

Jeff referred to his written report and provided supplementary information to it.  He
reported that the Big Night Ball has been cancelled.  Empire Electric will announce that
CRP will receive a grant for the Cornerstone project (on this coming Friday).  The
Southworth party was a big success.  Follow up contacts are underway and personal
thank yous have been extended to the Southworths.  Jeff extended his thanks to all those
who helped plan and execute the event, which everyone hopes is a model for fund raising
initiatives in the future.

Jeff also announced that the Abajo Peak station application was not accepted by the
Forest Service.  He will follow up.  Personnel reviews are on going and will continue on
the schedule as outlined in our personnel policies.  Ned asked a question about KSJD and
Facebook which Jeff answered by referring how access is negotiated (we are registered
on Facebook).  Ned asked a question about the station’s server:  Jeff indicated that the
server crashed and that we lost data for the last 8 weeks.  The back up system was not



activated.  We are attempting data retrieval, but so far without success.  We need to be
sure that our back up system is operational; Jeff will follow up.  Laird also reported that
our 96.3 signal gets nudged by a Christian station and Jeff will look into the problem.
Jeff passed out the underwriting list and asked that board members personally thank those
that are on the list.  Board members were assigned individual names and asked to make
contact as soon as possible.  Deena compiled the list and is overseeing the underwriting
program.

Ned moved and Laird seconded that the employee retirement package be approved
retroactively to July, 2009.  The 3% employer contribution retroactive to July, 2009 totals
$450 for Karen Mooney and $599 for Jeff Pope.  The motion passed.

Jeff handed out a sheet giving comparisons about health insurance packages provided by
other community radio stations.  Investigations are on going and the staff has discussed
the various options.  The next step is to sign up with a selected program that conforms to
the desired individual options and keep the expense within the approved budget.

Tom announced that we are finalizing Jeff’s review.  It needs to be signed and sent to the
Personnel committee for the appropriate monitoring.

Tom also reminded the board that the CRP volunteer policies need to be incorporated into
the recently drafted personnel policies.  Chris and Tom will make that happen.

Jeff submitted a sample of the staff employment contract based on a model used by the
community college.  Several editorial changes were suggested:  “board president” is to be
replaced by the term “Executive Director” and “ San Juan” replaced by “CRP.”  Motion
was made by Ned to accept the new staff contract version pending Peter’s review and
implement as soon as possible.  Frank seconded the motion which then passed.

There was a discussion introduced by Tom about personnel policies that relate to yearly
staff evaluations.  Tom suggested that those evaluations should occur regularly each
March, with contract renewal to occur in October.  In this way job performance issues
that emerge in March can be monitored and addressed in the interim period before
contracts are issued in October.  The appropriate language will be drafted to reflect that.
The discussion continued about how much personnel evaluations should be shared with
the board, or the personnel committee, or the board chair.  Personnel policies presume
that there will be a report to the personnel committee about evaluations after the March
cycle has been completed.

Jeff handed out a suggested holiday leave policy for employees.  The policy is designed
to clarify expectations around work during holidays and how those days will be
compensated.  Laird moved to accept the policy, Frank seconded, and the motion passed.

Laird handed out a comprehensive report about program committee activities and
highlighted the significant topics.  He made note of “future agenda items” as worthy of



board attention, especially those relating to the station membership survey and the topic
of the right proportion of “talk and music” in station programming.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

Kristine is still investigating the prospect of a line of credit for the station.  The station’s
credit card has also not been issued yet.  Also Jeff indicated that Article #9 of the by-laws
does not need to change now because the license for Rico and Dove Creek has been
issued.  Deena is in charge of generating the calendar of events and will distribute that to
the board.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:52 P.M.
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